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INTRODUCTION 
IN the following Vdenotes a smooth, projective algebraic variety of dimension d defined over 
the field C of complex numbers. For 1 $ i 5 d, let CH’( V) be the i-th Chow group of V, i.e. 
the group of algebraic cycles on V of codimension i modulo rational equivalence. Let A’(V) 
(or sometimes also denoted by CH;,, (V)) be the subgroup of CH’( V) of those rational 
equivalence classes which are themselves algebraically equivalent o zero. Let J’(V) be the i- 
th intermediate jacobian of V and JI: A’(V) + .I’( V) the Abel-Jacobi homomorphism (see 
below for the descriptions). A cycle class g E A’( V) is called Abel-Jacobi equivalent to zero ifa 
is in the kernel of I(/. Since J’( V) is defined via the Hodge decomposition of the cohomology 
group H 2i- ’ (V’ C) and Ic/ via integration of differential forms, the nature of Abel-Jacobi 
equivalence is “transcendental”. In order to try to understand this equivalence relation better 
Griffiths introduced, in the late sixties, see his papers [3] and [4], another equivalence 
relation, namely the so-called incidence equivalence (see section 2 below) which is much more 
geometric of nature and which goes in fact, in final analysis, back to the notion of linear 
equivalence of divisors. From a somewhat different point of view also Grothendieck has 
stressed the importance of incidence equivalence, see [7] page 446. 
As to the relation of the two concepts, Griffiths [3] and Lieberman [9] proved that 
incidence equivalence is coarser than Abel-Jacobi equivalence and Griffiths ([4], Problem B 
i. on p. 17) posed the question whether the two differ at most by isogeny (see section 2 for a 
precise statement). Except for the “classical” cases i = 1 (divisors) and i = d (zero cycles) 
where both concepts coincide, the isogeny has only been proved for very special varieties (see 
for example [2] and [l]) or under rather special assumptions (see [14] section 5, [Sj 
pp. 87-89 where prop. 3.5 of [4] is proved but only under extra assumptions, and [12]). 
Therefore it seems of some interest o have a general theorem for intermediate cycles. In this 
paper we answer the question of Griffiths in the affirmative for cycles ofcodimension two, i.e. 
for i = 2 Abel-Jacobi equivalence differs at most by isogeny from incidence equivalence 
(thm. 2.4 below). Our proof is a refinement of the proof of Griffiths and Schmid given in 
special situations ([5], p. 87). The essential tool is the Hodge structure on the relevant 
cohomology groups. (Griffiths and Schmid also use mixed Hodge structures, but this can be 
avoided by employing the technique used in section 6 below). On the other hand we should 
stress that our proof works only for i = 2. As to the case of arbitrary codimension, it is well- 
known (see [3], p. 178) that a positive answer to the question of Griffiths follows from the 
general Hodge conjecture as formulated by Grothendieck in [6] (however it is not known 
whether this conjecture is true, even for i = 2). 
I am indebted to C. Peters and J. Steenbrink for valuable conversations about Hodge 
structures and on the Hodge conjecture. 
$1. ABEL-JACOBI EQUIVALENCE 
1.1. Preliminaries. Let V be a smooth, projective algebraic variety of dimension d, defined 
over C. Let 1 $ i $ d. On the cohomology group Hz’- ’ (V, C) consider the Hodge structure 
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(H ~-‘,H~~q),whereH~‘-‘=Im(H2i-1(V,Z)~H2i-1(V,~))andwhere 
H2i_l(j/, q = H2i-‘.o(v) + p-2.1(V)+ +Jp2’-1(v) 
is the Hodge decomposition; let 
FjHli_1 _ H2i-l,O+ - . . +Hj,Zi-1-j 
be the associated Hodge filtration. Then the i-th intermediate jacobian 
Griffiths) is the complex torus: 
J’(v) = H2’-‘(v, c)/(FiH2’-’ +H2,‘+). 
(in the sense of 
(1) 
Let CH’( V) be the Chow group, i.e. the group of algebraic cycles of codimension i on V 
modulo rational equivalence and A’(V) = CH:,, (V) the subgroup of the rational equiva- 
lence classes which are themselves algebraically equivalent o zero. 
1.2. Abel-Jacobi map. It is well-known that there exists a homomorphism (Abel-Jacobi 
homomorphism): 
$: A’(V)-+ J’(V). 
We shortly indicate the definition of $. Let a E A’(V), then a is homologous to zero in 
H,,_ 2i (V, Z), hence a = dT with I- a (2~’ - 2i + 1) chain. By PoincarCt duality the factorgroup 
H2i-l(v, q/FiH2i-1 is dual to Fd-i+lHZd-2i+l(V, c). Let oEFd-l+lH2d-2i+l(V,~=), 
then $ is defined by the map 
a H 
s 
o (mod Hi’-‘). 
r 
Put JI( V) = Im($) c J’(V), then it is well-known that Ji( V) is an abelian oariety ([9], 
p. 134) and that $: A’(V) + Jd( V) is a regular homomorphism. Here “regular” means the 
following: for all couples (T, Z) with T a smooth projective variety and a “correspondence” 
ZECH’( T x V), fix a point toE T and consider the map We: T-P A’(V) defined by wz(t) = Z(t) 
-Z(t,)withZ(t) = pr,{Z.(r x V)},thenthecompositemap$.w,:T+ J~(V)isamorphism 
of algebraic varieties. (Note also that $. wz factors through the Albanese map T + Alb (T).) 
Put Agbjac (V) = Ker ($) c A’(V). A cycle (class) a E A’(V) is called Abel-Jacobi 
equiualenr to zero if a E Ker ($). 
52. INCIDENCE EQUIVALENCE 
2.1. Let a E A’( V) and (S, Y) a couple consisting of a smooth projective variety S and 
YECH~-‘+‘(S x V). Put 
Y(a) = pr,{(S xa).Y ), 
then Y (a) E A’ (S) = Pit”’ (S). The cycle (class) aE A’ ( V) is called incidence equivalent to zero if 
Y(a) = 0 for all couples (S, Y) as above. (Note that the notion of incidence equivalence goes 
back, in final instance, to the notion of linear equivalence of divisors on the parameter 
varieties S). Introduce the subgroup 
A:,,(V) k {a E A’(V); a incidence equivalent o zero). 
The following is well-known (Griffiths [3], Lieberman [9]): 
LEMMA 2.2. Af,b_jm ( V) g Aj,,(V). 
In fact this lemma follows from the functoriality of the intermediate jacobians i.e. we have 
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a commutative diagram: 
Y 
A’(V) -A’(S) 
/ 
* 1 1 E 
J’(V) y - J1 (S) = Pit(O)(S) 
2.3. Using this lemma it is not difficult to see that there is an abelian uariety, denoted by 
SPic’( V) and called the i-th Saito-Picard variety, such that 
A’(V)/Aj,,(V) 2 SPic’(V) (2) 
and we have a surjective homomorphism of abelian varieties: 
p: Jb(V)-*SPic’(V). (3) 
Remark. The reason for this name is that Hiroshi Saito has proved the existence of 
abelian varieties with the property (2) over any algebraically closed field [14]. 
The following is our main result: 
THEOREM 2.4. For i = 2 the homomorphism p is an isogeny; i.e. for i = 2 Abel-Jacobi 
equivalence diflers at most by an isogeny from incidence equivalence. 
Remark 2.5. 
1. As pointed out in the introduction this answers, for i = 2, a question of GriIXths 
(Cl41, p. 17). 
2. In all concrete known (to me) examples p is in fact an isomorphism ([23, Cl]). 
$3. DEFINITION OF THE “ALGEBRAIC” PART Hi’- I ( V) OF If”- ’ (V, C) 
3.1. Let t (J’) (resp. t( Jb)) be the tangent space to J’(V) (resp. to Jf( V)). It follows from the 
definition (1) that 
t(J’) = H’-‘,‘(V)+ . . . +H”+2i-1(V) 
and it is well-known ([9], p. 134) that 
t(J;) c H’-‘*‘(V). (4) 
DEFINITION 3.2. Put Hi’-‘(V) = t(JA)+t(56) c Hz’-‘(V, 63). Note that Hz’-‘(V) 
,= Hi.‘-l(v)+Hi-l.‘(v), 
LEMMA 3. With the induced lattice the subspace Hi’-’ (V) is a sub-Hodge structure of 
Hz’-‘(I’, C). 
Proof. Recall that a subvectorspace H t Hz’-’ (V, C) is (or better, inherits) a sub-Hodge 
structure of Hz’- ’ (V, C) if: 
(i) H = @(H n Hp*q), 
(ii) H is spanned, over C, by H n H :i- ‘. 
From (4) and the definition of Hz’- ’ ( V) follows immediately that condition (i) is fulfilled, 
hence there remains to prove (ii). It is well-known (see for instance [143, prop. 1.2) that there 
exists a couple (B. Z), with B an abelian variety and ZECH’(B x V), such that the 
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WZ 
B---A’(V) 
rL 
-J:,(V) (5) 
is an isogeny (where w,(b) = Z(b) - Z(0) for 6 E B, see section 1). 
Put m = dim B. By funcroriality of the intermediate jacobians ([9], p. 134) we have a 
commutative diagram: 
-Q? 
A”(B)- A’(V; 
B = Alb(B) 
zrop h 
----J:(v) c J’(V) 
where the horizontal maps are defined by the correspondence Z, the upper one via the 
“algebraic” correspondence ZECH’(B x V), the lower one (using the definition of the 
intermediate jacobinas) via the associated “topological” correspondence Z E Hz’ (B x V, Q) 
(see [9], p. 134). The lower horizontal map therefore is induced by a homomorphism 
Z . H2”-l(B, C)+ H2’-‘(I’, C). top * (6) 
Now the tangentspace t (Alb(B)) = H”- ‘s”(B) and since the lower horizontal map in the 
diagram is nothing else but the isogeny f from (5) we have Z,,p(Hm- ‘*“(B)) = t(J,( V)). 
From the definition 3.2 therefore follows that the homomorphism (6) gives 
Zrop (H 2mn-1 (B, a=)) = Hii- ’ (V). Since the correspondence Z gives a homomorphism of 
Hodge strucrures we get that the image of (6), i.e. Hi’-’ (V), is a sub-Hodge structure of 
H2’-‘(I’, d=). 
$4. ANOTHER DESCRIF’TION OF Hji-l (I’). 
4.1. There is another, and better known, description for Hi’-’ (V) which enters in the 
general Hodge Conjecture as formulated by Grothendieck ([6]). We do not need this 
description for the proof of theorem 2.4; on the other hand mixed Hodge structures are 
needed for the proof of (the second half) of lemma 4.3 (see the reference in part b.). 
DEFINITION 4.2. Filt’ jHZi- ’ (V, C) = 
= (set of those classes of H 2i-1 (V C) which are curried , 
by subvarieties W c V of codimension at least j 1. 
Note that this second term may also be described (by definition) as the union of all 
Ker{H2’-1(V, C)+ H2’-‘(V- W, C)), where the union is taken over all W c V of 
codimension at least i. 
LEMMA 4.3. Hii- ’ (V) = Fill’ (i- “H2’- ’ (V, C). 
Proof (a) Hi’-’ (V) c Filt’: As is well-known (cf. [S], prop. 1 on p. 60) there exists a 
couple (C, Y) consisting of a smooth, projective curve C and YE CH i (C x V) such that $ .Y: 
A’ (C) + Jj( k’) is surjectiue. Now look to the commutative diagram 
Y 
A’(C) p A’(V) 
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Here again the lower horizontal map comes from the “topological” map 
Y: H’(C, C)+H2’-‘(V, C). 
Since the Y: J(C) + Jd (V) is surjective we have Y (H O*‘(C)) = t(Jl)and henceY(H’(C, C)) 
= H;‘-l(V). H owever on the other hand Y(H’ (C, C)) c Filt’“-” since those classes are 
supported by the subvariety W where W is the locus (or the union) of the system of 
subvarieties {Y (t) ) f E c, and W has codimension at least (i - 1) on V. 
(b) Filt’ c H,t’- 1 (V): Let <EFilt’nH”-i(V,Q). Hence <EH~-i(V,Q)for somej: W 
--) V of codim (i - l), or more precisely < = jZ (5’) with 5’ E Hz- ’ (V, Q) and where we use 
local cohomology as in [16], Exp. 1. Let IL: W -) W be a desingularization. Then there is a 
commutative diagram 
It is well-known (using the theory of mixed Hodge structures; see [lS], car. 8.2.8 and 
[16],Exp. 1,cor. 2.9) that Im(j*) = Im((j*n),). Hence 5 = (j.@,(q) with q~H’(w,Q);let 
q = qr” + qol be the Hodge decomposition, then q lo = qol. Again by functoriality we have a 
commutative diagram 
A’(@) 
(i.n), 
-A’(V) 
Pic’O’( I?) 
(j.70, 
Looking to the tangent spaces of the abelian varieties we have that (j.rr)* (11”) E (p n), 
{t(Pic”‘(p)); c t(JL(V)).ViatheHodgedecompositionweget< = 5’*‘-‘+5’-‘*‘= 5- 
+ <i- 1.i with (i- 1.i = (j.n),(q”‘Et(Ji(V)), hence ~EH~‘-‘(V). 
$5. BEHAVIOUR WITH RESPECT TO THE CUP PRODUCT 
5.1. Let ~1 = c I (0 t. (1)) E H 2 ( V, h ) be the class of a hyperplane section and 
L: H’(V, iZ)+ H’+2(V, Z) 
the cup product with u. Recall that the primitive cohomology groups of V are defined by 
PH’( V, z) = ~~~ (Ld-j+l. I . H’(V, Z)+ H2d-j+2(V, 8)) 
ifOsjsd=dim Vand PH ‘( V, Z) = 0 otherwise (analogously for the other coefficients). 
Recall also the Lefschetz decomposition: 
H’(V,Q)= @L’PH’-2’(V,Q). 
The following lemma is crucial for our purpose; unfortunately we can prove it only for 
i = 2. that is. 2i - 1 = 3. 
LEMMA 5.2. The (usual) cup product is non-degenerate on the subspace Hi(V) 
x Ld-3H:(V) of H3(V, C) x H2d-‘(V, C). 
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Proof. First note that Hi(V) 3 LH’ (V, 6=), because from definition 3.2 follows im- 
mediately that Hi(V) 1 LH,‘(V) and H,‘(V) = H’(V, C). 
Now let <E Hi( V) be given with r # 0; let < = Lcl+tJ with I1eH’(V, C) and 
iJ E PH3( V, C) be the Lefschetz decomposition. Assume that t3 # 0 (otherwise the 
argument is similar). By the above remark i3 E Hi (V). Let i3 = 53’ + <:’ be the Hodge 
decomposition. Assume that <i’ # 0 (otherwise the argument is similar). Since Hi(V) is a 
sub-Hodge structure of H3 (V, C) we have that <i’, <i2 and the complex conjugate ,:, are all 
-12 in Hz (V). Take q = < 3 n (ud- 3), then q E Lde3 Hi (Y). Since ,:i is primitive and looking to 
types we get < n q = <:” n q and <:’ n q = 2.c:’ n s:’ n (ud-.‘) # 0 as is well-known for 
primitive cohomology (see for instance [lS], p. 406). 
The argument is entirely similar if we start with <*E LdW3Hi( V). 
56. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Step 1. Let dim V = d = 3 (cf. with the arguments in [S], pp. 87-89). 
Take a couple (B, 2) as in the proof of lemma 3.3; i.e. an abelian variety B and 2 E CH2 
(B x V) such that the composition f = II/. wz : B + A2 (V) + J,’ (V) is an isogeny. Consider 
the commutative diagram: 
B=Alb(B) ’ -----q,“(V) 
y1 y/l P 
B = Pit”’ (B) - SPic2 (V) 
0 
where g is defined by the “incidence” divisor ‘2.2 E CH 1 (B x B), where h is the factorization 
of g via f (see lemma 2.2) and factors via p from the definition of SPic2 (V) (see section 2). 
Clearly Ker(f) c Ker (g). In order to prove that p is an isogeny it sufices to prove that g is an 
isogeny. Clearly 
g is an isogeny o Ker”’ (g) = 0. 
Corresponding to the above diagram we have also a commutative diagram for cohomology 
groups: (with b = dim B) 
HZ*- ; (B, C) 
f 
--+-H;(V) c,H3(V, C) 
(1 ___: 
H’W, C) 
where again h is defined via ‘2 and g via ‘Z. Z. Let x, fl E H 2b- ’ (B, C). Then the following 
formula is well-known (cf. [S], p. 88) and straightforward to verify: 
ix ns(P)), = f V(r) nf(P)1 c” (7) 
We have: Ker”‘(g) = 0 o Ker (g cohom) = 0 and by (7) we have Ker (gcohom) = 0 o the cup 
product is non-degenerate on Im(f) in H3 (V, C) o the cup product is non-degenerate on 
Hi(V) x Hi(V), which is true by lemma 5.2. 
Step 2. dim V = d arbitrary (d 2 3). We proceed by induction on d. Take a generic 
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hyperplane section H; we get a commutative diagram 
P(V) I 1 p(V.H) 
SPic’ (V)------+ SPic2 (V.H). 
P 
From the weak Lefschetz theorem follows that Ker(h) is finite and p( V.H) is an isogeny by 
induction, hence p(V) has finite kernel. Since p(V) is surjective, we get that p(V) is an 
isogeny. 
87. OPEN QUESTIONS 
We conclude by “recalling” the following two fundamental questions for intermediate 
cycles: 
1. ([4], p. 17). Is theorem 2.4 true for all i? (We know that it is true for i = 1,2 and d = dim V.) 
2. Is the Abel-Jacobi map $: A’(V) + Jd( V) unioersal for all regular homomorphisms 
~:A’(I’)+A(withA an abelian variety), i.e. does every such Cp factor through JI? We know 
that this is true for i = 1 (theory of the Picard variety), for i = d = dim V (theory of the 
Albanese variety) and for i = 2 ([lo], see also [ 111) where this is proved by using the theorem 
of Merkurjev-Suslin in algebraic K-theory. 
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